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A BSTRACT
Accurate models of remote environments generated during telemanipulation can be used to improve transparency, generate realistic
simulations, and evaluate environment state. This paper presents
an architecture for environment parameter estimation during bilateral telemanipulation. Nonlinear stiffness and damping properties
of the environment are estimated using an indirect adaptive control approach. The slave-environment contact force tracks the sum
of the force applied by the human to the master and a persistent
excitation force required for accurate environment parameter estimation. Since force feedback to the human operator should only reflect the environment properties, several methods for force feedback
are considered. Simulations confirm the validity of the proposed
telemanipulation architecture for obtaining reasonable estimates of
nonlinear environment properties and providing appropriate force
feedback to the operator.
Keywords: telemanipulation, adaptive control, impedance control, environment stiffness and damping, force feedback
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I NTRODUCTION

A telemanipulator is an electro-mechanical system comprised of a
master and a slave robot connected via a communication channel
and controllers. The human operates a master device, while the
slave robot directly interacts with the environment. To achieve reasonable performance in many telemanipulated tasks, the human operator needs information about the remote environment. Feedback
can be provided in many different forms, including audio, visual,
and haptic displays. The telemanipulated system is said to be bilateral if there is an exchange of energy between the master and slave
robots through the feedback of force information [10].
This paper provides a method for extracting environment properties, specifically the stiffness and damping properties of soft materials, during bilateral telemanipulation. Bilateral telemanipulation is typically performed without explicit environment modeling.
However, accurate models of remote environments generated during telemanipulation can be used to improve transparency, generate realistic simulations, and evaluate environment state. We are
particularly interested in surgical robotics applications, where soft
tissue models obtained during surgery may improve operator performance, develop realistic training systems, and enable online diagnosis. It is envisioned that, during tissue palpation, estimation
of environment properties would help surgeons quantitatively track
variations in stiffness and damping properties for diagnosis. Also,
estimated environment properties would help in the development
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of realistic, patient-specific virtual environment models for surgical
planning and training.
1.1

Previous Work

There are two main areas of prior work relevant to this research:
soft tissue modeling and environment property estimation during
telemanipulation.
Past research on soft tissue modeling has primarily focused on
designing specialized surgical instruments and experimental apparatus for measuring tissue deformation and interaction forces,
and using the resulting data to build finite element models, e.g.
[1, 4, 13, 15, 24]. Most of this research uses phantom or ex vivo
tissues, although in vivo tissues may have significantly different dynamics [18]. Researchers have also examined the theoretical and
computational aspects of finite element modeling for soft tissues to
be used in surgical simulators [3]. While the eventual goal of our
work is to create similarly complex tissue models, in this paper we
are concerned with the identification of the effective environment
stiffness and damping parameters at a single location.
Environment property estimation has been performed by both
autonomous and telemanipulated robots. Dupont, et al. [7] presented a high-level framework for property estimation during telemanipulation that considers three steps: task decomposition, data
segmentation, and parameter estimation. Their algorithm directly
computed the geometry, mass, and coefficient of friction of the
environment, but did not generate sufficient excitation for estimation of damping. Park, et al. [19] presented a modified positionposition telemanipulation architecture for online environment stiffness adaptation during force control of the slave robot. HashtrudiZaad, et al. [11] presented simulation studies that achieved transparency during telemanipulation using a composite adaptive controller to estimate the dynamic properties of high-stiffness environments. Duchemin, et al. [6] used a hybrid force/position controller
for robotic telesurgery in skin harvesting procedures. With appropriate choice of gains, their controller estimated skin stiffness, friction, and thickness. Diolaiti, et al. [5] and Colton, et al. [2], both
used a least-squares method to estimate the stiffness of the environment. Alternatively, De Gersem, et al. [9] used a Kalman filtering
technique to estimate the stiffness of soft materials during telemanipulation.
1.2

Contributions

The goal of this work is to estimate and collect environment properties during a telemanipulated procedure, while simultaneously providing the user with a realistic feel of the environment dynamics.
The new contributions of this work include: (1) a computationally efficient and easily implementable online parameter estimation
algorithm for bilateral telemanipulation systems, (2) estimation of
both nonlinear stiffness and damping during telemanipulation, and
(3) methods to prevent the excitation signals from being fed directly
back to the human operator.
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Environment parameter estimation is achieved by using an indirect adaptive control scheme [20]. The indirect adaptation law is
formulated to ensure that the interaction force between the slave robot and its environment tracks the reference force provided from the
master side. The indirect adaptive control approach has been considered because of its relative ease of implementation for real-time
estimation of environment parameters [8].
This paper also addresses higher level questions associated with
persistent excitation of the environment, which is required for good
parameter estimation [23]. We consider a closed-loop telemanipulation system architecture, which includes the slave-environment
interaction force fed back to the operator. Since the required excitation is oscillatory, the contact force is also time varying. Various
force feedback methods are explored to cancel the oscillations and
to give the operator a more “transparent” telemanipulation experience during the parameter estimation process.

I NTEGRATING T ELEMANIPULATION AND PARAMETER
E STIMATION

In this section, we present a bilateral telemanipulation architecture
that includes an environment parameter estimation algorithm. Online parameter estimation using indirect adaptive control requires
a trajectory generator and a parameter adaptation law. The online
trajectory generator and indirect adaptive law enable force tracking
between a reference force and the sensed slave-environment contact
force. Richness of the reference force is required for the estimated
environment parameters to converge to the actual values [23]. In
the proposed telemanipulation system, the reference force is generated as the sum of the force applied by the human operator to
the master robot and a high-frequency excitation force. The persistent excitation could possibly be accomplished by the operator’s
movements, but we ensure excitation by explicitly superimposing
high-frequency vibrations.
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Figure 1: Bilateral telemanipulation system components for environment parameter estimation.
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2.1

System Architecture

Bilateral telemanipulation systems may have two-channel or fourchannel controllers. Examples of two-channel control architectures
are direct force feedback [10], position-position [17], force-force
[14], and force-position [16] controllers. In contrast, four-channel
controllers transmit both force and position information from the
master to slave and vice versa [17]. The telemanipulation architecture we present uses a modified two-channel controller.
Figure 1 provides an overview of the salient components of the
proposed system required for parameter estimation during telemanipulation. fh is the force applied by the human operator to the
master robot and is measured by the force sensor on the master
side. A position sensor measures the location of the master robot
end-effector, xm . fr represents the reference force (which includes
the excitation signal) provided from the master side. fe is the interaction force between the slave robot end-effector and its environment, as measured by a force sensor located on the slave robot. xs
is the slave robot end-effector position measured by a position sensor. f f b is the force fed back from the slave side to the master robot
and subsequently to the operator.
Figure 2 depicts the block diagram of the bilateral telemanipulation system. The elements corresponding to the human + master robot and slave robot + controller + environment have been
grouped together for clarity. The dynamics and control model of the
human + master robot is represented by the master robot (Zm (s))
and human hand (Zh (s)) impedances, which are given in (1) and
(2), respectively.
Zm (s) = Mm s2 + Bm s + Km

(1)

Zh (s) = Mh s2 + Bh s + Kh

(2)

In (1) and (2), Mm , Bm , and Km , and Mh , Bh , and Kh , represent the
effective mass, damping, and stiffness of the master robot and human hand, respectively. In Figure 2, the input to the system is an
exogenous force, fh∗ , that the operator intends to apply to the master
robot [17]. Since Figure 2 represents a closed-loop telemanipulation system, fh is the summation of fh∗ , f f b , and the force due to the
impedance of the human hand. As mentioned earlier, persistent excitation is essential for good parameter estimation [23], and this is
represented by fexcite . Further, as seen in Figure 2, fr = fh + fexcite .
The slave robot + controller + environment control block has
been expanded in Figure 3. The complete control architecture for
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Figure 3: Slave robot + Controller + Environment: Slave robot
control system architecture for parameter estimation during bilateral
telemanipulation.

the slave robot includes the impedance controller Zt−1 (s), trajectory
generator, parameter estimator, and position controller Cs . The
slave robot is essentially a position-controlled manipulator, and the
input to Cs is the commanded position, xs0 , and the output is the
measured position, xs , of the slave robot end-effector. Further, xe
represents the initial deformation of the environment. Since xs is the
position of the end-effector of the slave robot, which is provided
by the slave robot position sensor, the instantaneous deformation
of the environment can be computed as xs − xe . Using the inverse
kinematics, joint controllers, and robot dynamics, Cs computes the
joint torques required to drive the slave robot.
In Figure 3, x p is the perturbed trajectory produced by the impedance controller and xr is the reference trajectory generated by
the trajectory generator. The perturbed trajectory alters the reference trajectory, resulting in the commanded slave robot trajectory,
which is tracked by the the slave robot position controller. Further,
be and Bbe are the estimated environment stiffness and damping, reK
spectively, which are computed by the parameter estimator. Details
and formulation of the impedance controller, trajectory generator,
and parameter estimator are provided in Section 3.
The dynamics of the slave robot impedance controller and environment are:
Zt (s) = Mt s2 + Bt s + Kt
(3)
Ze (s) = Be s + Ke

Figure 4: Possible force feedback methods include (a) passing master
robot motions through the estimated environment impedance, (b)
low-pass filtering the environment contact force, and (c) subtracting
the excitation force from the environment contact force.

We consider three force feedback methods, which are depicted
in Figure 4 and described as follows:
(a) In Figure 4(a), f f b is based on the position and velocity of
the master robot end-effector and the estimated environment
parameters:
Ff b (s) = Zbe (s) Xm (s) ,
(5)
where Zbe (s) represents the estimated environment impedance
and Xm (s) is the Laplace transform of the master robot endeffector motions. If good estimation of the environment parameters is achieved, then the operator would be able to feel the
environment appropriately. As the user-applied force is constant, Xm (s) is devoid of excitation signals, and thus, Ff b (s)
is not oscillatory.
(b) In Figure 4(b), fe is filtered to cancel out the high frequency
vibrations. 5 − 10 Hz is the maximum frequency beyond
which the human finger cannot easily apply purposeful force
or position commands [22]. So by adding a low-pass filter,
the high frequencies (greater than 5 Hz) can be removed before sending them to the operator to ensure a “better feel” of
the environment.
(c) As fexcite is provided by software, it is a known quantity.
Thus, in Figure 4(c), the persistent excitation is explicitly subtracted from the contact force before being fed back to the
operator.

(4)

In (3) and (4), Mt , Bt , and Kt , represent the impedance control gains
for the slave robot, and Ke and Be are the actual stiffness and damping of the soft environment, respectively. For the applications we
are considering, the time delays are very small [21]. Hence, the delays caused by the communication channels are not shown in Figures 2 and 3.

The performance of the force feedback methods described in this
section in conjunction with the complete bilateral telemanipulation
system are examined by software simulations in Section 4.

2.2

3

Force Feedback Methods

As mentioned earlier, in Figure 2, fexcite represents the persistent
excitation required for good parameter estimation [23]. The proposed estimation algorithm is in essence part of a force tracking
method, and since the reference force, fr , is oscillatory, the sensed
force between the slave robot end-effector and its environment is
also oscillatory. Thus, it is practical to employ a vibration cancellation method prior to feeding back the contact force, fe , to the human
operator. This is represented by the force feedback method block in
Figure 2.

E NVIRONMENT PARAMETER E STIMATION

In Section 2.1 an overview of the proposed bilateral telemanipulation system involving environment parameter estimation was presented. This section discusses in detail the adaptation law used
for environment parameter estimation. As mentioned previously,
the slave robot is considered to be position controlled, and the impedance controller, trajectory generator, and parameter estimator
are provided as outer control loops. The estimation algorithm is
based on force tracking; the goal is to have the contact force between the slave robot end-effector and its environment track the
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Figure 5: Model of the slave robot impedance controller and soft
environment.

reference force. To achieve good force control, the position controller has to be accurate. In the method presented, force tracking
is achieved by impedance control and an indirect adaptive control
strategy for parameter estimation, introduced by Seraji, et al. [20].

E(s) =

The impedance controller equation for the slave robot is given by
the error dynamics of a second-order system as


e = Mt ẍs0 − ẍr + Bt ẋs0 − ẋr

+ Kt xs0 − xr ,
(7)
where xr and xs0 are the reference and commanded positions of the
slave robot end-effector, respectively. Also, the perturbed slave position is given by, x p = xs0 − xr . When the slave robot is not in contact with the environment, fe = fr = 0 and hence, x p = 0. While
the slave robot end-effector probes the environment, the force sensor measures fe , resulting in perturbation of the reference trajectory.
Thus, (7) is rewritten as
e = Mt ẍ p + Bt ẋ p + Kt x p ,

(8)

which is analogous to a mass-spring-damper system, shown in
Figure 5. The perturbed trajectory is used to modify the reference trajectory to generate the commanded slave robot trajectory
(xs0 = x p + xr ), which is tracked by slave robot position controller
(Cs ), as shown in Figure 3. Further, for good slave robot position
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fr + Ke (xe − xr ) − Be ẋr − Ke x p
− Be ẋ p .

=

(11)

Taking the Laplace transform of (11), and using (4) and (9) results
in

Force Tracking

Impedance control aims to control the position and force by adjusting the mechanical impedance of the end-effector to external
forces [12]. The external forces are generated due to contact between the slave robot end-effector and its environment. For the
purposes of this study, we consider position-based impedance control. For clarity, we consider the master and slave robots as one
degree-of-freedom linear time-invariant systems. The formulation
presented can be extended to telerobotic systems with more than
one degree of freedom. Figure 5 shows the basic components of
the slave robot under impedance control. In general, the impedance
controller is chosen as a linear second-order system, where Mt , Bt ,
and Kt represent the controller gains [20]. Alternatively, Mt , Bt , and
Kt could be interpreted as the target mass, damping, and stiffness
of the impedance controller, respectively [8]. In Figure 5, the slave
robot is assumed to be probing a soft environment via a single point
contact.
The variables used in Figure 5 have been defined previously in
Section 2.1. As mentioned earlier, xe is the initial deformation of
the environment, so ẋe = 0 and is thus not included in the derivation
presented. The force tracking error in terms of the user-applied reference force (including persistent excitations) and the sensed contact force is given as
e = fr − fe .
(6)

(10)

The mass of the environment is ignored in (10), since for medical
robotics applications the environment tends to be quasi-static. Using (6), (10), and xs = x p + xr , the error can be rewritten as
e

3.1

(9)

Zt (s) [Fr (s) + Ze (s) (Xe (s) − Xr (s))]
.
Zt (s) + Ze (s)

(12)

Thus, the steady-state force tracking error (ess ) is obtained as
ess =

Kt
( fr + Ke xe − Ke xr ) .
Kt + Ke

(13)

fr
+ xe ,
Ke

(14)

fr + Ke (xe − xr )
.
Be

(15)

Further, ess → 0 as
xr =
and E(s) → 0 as
ẋr =

Also, substitution of (14) in (15) results in
ẋr = 0.

(16)

Thus, in order to have perfect force tracking, the slave robot endeffector must follow the reference position and velocity as defined
in (14) and (16). In practice, we believe that reasonable environment parameter estimates can be achieved with good force tracking.
3.2

Indirect Adaptive Control

As seen in (14) and (15), accurate knowledge of the environment
parameters is necessary for good force tracking. The indirect adaptive control strategy aims to adaptively compute the estimated enbe ) and damping (Bbe ) online during telemavironment stiffness (K
nipulation. The estimated parameters are then used to compute the
reference trajectory. Hence, (14) and (16) are rewritten in terms of
estimated environment parameters as:
xr =

fr
+ xe .
be
K

ẋr = 0.

(17)
(18)

The trajectory generator, shown in Figure 3, is described by (17)
and (18).
In order to develop the indirect adaptive control method for estimating environment parameters used in (17) and (18), consider the
estimated contact force:
be (xs − xe ) + Bbe ẋs .
fbe = K

(19)

Subtracting (10) from (19) results in


be − Ke (xs − xe )
fbe − fe =
K


+ Bbe − Be ẋs .

Human hand (Zh )

(20)

Defining f˜e = fbe − fe , (20) can be rewritten as

Impedance controller (Zt )

f˜e = φ T θ̃ ,

(21)

where

Position controlled slave robot

2.0 kg
5.0 kg/s
100.0 N/m
2.5 kg
50.0 kg/s
250.0 N/m
5.0 kg
450.0 kg/s
800.0 N/m
1.0

Table 1: Values of system parameters used in numerical simulations.


φ=

xs − xe
ẋs




and

θ̃ =

be − Ke
K
Bbe − Be


.

(22)

Estimated parameters should be updated so that the predicted force
error ( f˜e ) is reduced. In order to achieve this, we use a Lyapunovbased approach [20]. Consider the Lyapunov function candidate
V = θ̃ T Γθ̃ ,

(23)

where Γ is a positive definite and symmetric gain matrix. For
successful parameter estimation, the estimated parameters, θb =
be Bbe ]T must be updated in the opposite direction of the gra[K
dient of the squared prediction error with respect to the estimated
parameters [23], which results in
∂  ˜T ˜ 
˙
fe fe .
θb = −Γ−1
∂ θb

(24)

Using (21) and (24) results in the following parameter adaptation
law [8],
θ̃˙ = −Γ−1 φ f˜e .
(25)
From (23) and using (25), the time derivative of the Lyapunov function is computed as
V̇

=
=
<

2θ̃ T Γθ̃˙
−2θ̃ T φ φ T θ̃
0.

(26)

Further, from (23) and (26), we infer that if θ̃ is adjusted according
to parameter estimation law given in (25), then θ̃ → 0 as t → ∞ i.e.
be , Bbe ) → (Ke , Be ) [20]. (25) represents the parameter estimator,
(K
shown in Figure 3. Thus, we have demonstrated that if the slave
robot end-effector follows the prescribed reference trajectory, then
force tracking is ensured by the impedance controller and accurate
estimation of environment parameters is obtained.
4

Master robot (Zm )

Mh
Bh
Kh
Mm
Bm
Km
Mt
Bt
Kt
Cs

S IMULATION R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION

Numerical simulations were performed to evaluate the proposed
method for simultaneous bilateral telemanipulation and environment parameter estimation. The simulations were based on the system presented in Figure 2. The system parameters for the human
hand, master robot, and impedance controller used in the simulation studies are provided in Table 1.
In the simulation, the slave robot was commanded to make contact with the soft environment, after which fh∗ was applied as a constant force of 15 N to the master robot. fexcite was provided as
4.5 sin (15t) N. The gain matrix (Γ) for the parameter adaptation
law given in (25) was


1500
0
.
(27)
Γ=
0
500

For the system parameter and fh∗ values chosen, fexcite and Γ were
selected manually in order to produce stable and accurate estimation of the environment parameters.
Simulations of the system for the three force feedback methods described in Section 2.2 were performed. The schemes used
to generate the feedback force were: (1) using the estimated environment impedance, (2) low-pass filtering the environment contact
force, and (3) explicitly subtracting the excitation force from the
environment contact force. Further, for the purposes of comparison, we also consider feeding back the “measured” contact force
without modification.
Figure 6 shows the performance of the environment estimation for the four force feedback methods described above. The
solid lines represent the actual nonlinear environment stiffness and
damping, and the dashed lines represent the estimation. The stiffness and damping of the soft environment varies nonlinearly with
the deformation of the environment from 175 N/m to 230 N/m and
75 kg/s to 100 kg/s, respectively. In the simulations, initial conditions for the environment stiffness and damping estimates were
set as 150 N/m and 65 kg/s, respectively. Also, the estimator is
active only when the slave robot comes in contact with the environment and reset laws are used to ensure that the estimates do not
go to zero. As seen in Figure 6, the indirect adaptive algorithm was
able to stably predict the nonlinear environment stiffness and damping for all force feedback methods. The convergence time for the
damping estimate varied significantly, depending on the force feedback method. Also, persistent excitation in the reference force was
only required for correct estimation and convergence of environment damping, not for stiffness. In order to compare the different
force feedback methods, the system inputs and gains were the same
for all the simulation cases considered. Thus, better environment
damping estimates could be obtained for each method with a different choice of controller gains.
Figure 7 shows the force fed back to the operator for each of the
force feedback methods mentioned previously. Figure 7(b), which
uses the estimated environment parameters to generate the force
feedback, shows the best results in terms of reducing the oscillatory
behavior of fe , and would likely create the most realistic environment sensations for the operator. As mentioned earlier, 5 − 10 Hz
is the maximum frequency range beyond which the human finger
cannot apply meaningful position or force commands [22]. So for
Figure 7(c), a low-pass filter with cutoff frequency of 2 Hz was
applied to remove the high-frequency oscillations from the environment contact force. For the purposes of this simulation study, a
2 Hz low-pass filter was used instead of a 5 − 10 Hz low-pass filter because the frequency of the excitation signals was not greater
than 5 Hz. Using persistent excitation of higher frequency did not
produce better results for environment parameter estimation, and in
some applications higher frequency excitation might not be advisable. Nonetheless, using low-pass filters to ensure a “better feel” of
the environment is still a valid option. Since there is a phase difference between fr and fe , direct subtraction of fexcite from fe did not
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Figure 7: Feedback force during bilateral telemanipulation
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reduce the oscillations substantially, as seen in Figure 7(d).

C ONCLUSION

We presented a bilateral telemanipulator system that used an indirect adaptive control algorithm to estimate soft environment parameters. The scheme was based on achieving force tracking between
the reference (user-applied force superimposed with excitations)
and environment contact forces. This was done using an online
trajectory generator and an indirect adaptation law. The slave robot
was a position-controlled manipulator and the estimator control architecture was provided as an outer control loop. This non-intrusive
approach for parameter estimation enabled straightforward implementation of control algorithms. Simulation studies showed that
it was possible to get accurate and stable estimates for nonlinear
environment properties.
Persistent excitation of the environment was required for robustness of the parameter estimator. Since our intended application is
surgical robotics, the excitation signals are of small amplitude in order to prevent unwanted tissue motion during robot manipulation.
Further, various methods were explored to eliminate the effects of
persistent excitation in the force fed back to the human operator,
so as to make the parameter estimation process seamless and transparent to the user. It was concluded that using the estimated environment impedance produces the least oscillatory force feedback.
Hence, this would give the most realistic feel of environment to the
operator during parameter estimation.
In future work, we will implement and test the environment parameter estimation algorithm first on a set of one degree-of-freedom
haptic devices equipped with force and position sensors during telemanipulation of a phantom soft tissue environment. Further, we
will obtain more complex environment models using telemanipulation systems with more degrees of freedom, such as the da Vinci
Surgical System (Intuitive Surgical, Inc., Sunnyvale, CA). Efforts
will also be made to theoretically quantify the stability of the proposed telemanipulation system. Sensitivity studies will be done in
order to evaluate the effects of force sensor noise, choice of adaptation law gains, and larger variation in environment stiffness and

120

damping values on the environment property estimation and force
feedback to the human. We will also explore variations of the proposed algorithm that eliminate the use of force sensors. In the longterm, we would like to explore the online development of largescale virtual tissue models based on estimated soft tissue properties.
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